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Future CEO Scholarship Winners 2016
After the successful launch in early 2015 of its Future CEO Scholarship Fund for Women, The CEO Institute is
pleased to announce this year's winners!

VIC

Dr Fiona Scholes is Group Leader of Integrated Systems and Devices, Industrial

Innovation with CSIRO Manufacturing. Dr Fiona Scholes is responsible for a portfolio of research areas
spanning printed solar films, organic lighting and electronics, microfluidics and chemical sensors.
Fiona participates in the development of research strategy, in managing capability and project delivery,
and in business development with a specific emphasis on stimulating and transforming the Australian
manufacturing sector.

NSW

Fiona is thrilled to receive a Future CEO Scholarship and believes that it will provide her with valuable
insights into the corporate world.

Sarah Hunter is Commercial Manager at Virbac Australia. Virbac is a global animal

health company, which in Australia operates across a wide spectrum, from livestock production to
veterinary and pet care. Starting in the export department 12 years ago, with a degree in Agricultural
Science and six years’ experience in Canada and the UK, Sarah soon found her responsibilities
expanding to include the equine, companion animal and livestock business units.

QLD

A member of the senior management team of Virbac, Sarah delivers on business objectives through
development and execution of sustainable strategies with her 65 sales, marketing, key account and
technical team members.

Davina McCormick is the Manager of Customer Experience Strategy at Queensland

Urban Utilities, which supplies drinking water, recycled water and sewerage services to more than
1.4 million people in South East Queensland. As a senior leader, Davina is responsible for driving an
enterprise-wide strategy that delivers positive outcomes and easy experiences for customers.
She has a diverse range of marketing, customer engagement, project management and strategy skills
developed across the financial services, utilities, education and energy industries for companies that
include Allianz, Pacific Premium Funding, General Electric, Energex and QUT.

WA

Deborah Attard Portughes

is a Development Executive for not-for-profit
organisation Australian Wildlife Conservancy. She is also a Director of the POWA Institute - Western
Australia’s Institute for new thinking, working in the areas of social, environmental and economic
change - in a voluntary capacity.
Deborah obtained an MBA at Curtin University of Technology and has Diplomas in Business Studies
and Sales & Marketing Management. Her previous places of employment include Fenlex Enterprises
(Malta), MDemajo Group, Edward deBono and the Perth Zoo.

SA

Emma Hinchey is Chief Financial Officer at Minda Inc.. After a career spanning multiple
industry sectors including Government, National Audit, Treasury, Energy and Commercial Parking,
Emma immigrated to Adelaide from Dublin. After a short spell with local government, Emma turned her
experienced hand to the not-for-profit sector.
Emma joined Minda early in 2012 and has delivered growth and financial sustainability for SA’s premier
disability support organisation whilst successfully raising low cost financing for a $300 M property
redevelopment. Having set and delivered ambitious financial and technology strategies, sustainability,
service improvement and growth are now the core priorities.
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It's official - our
members perform
better overall

The daily responsibilities of making decisions that can make or break the
business weigh heavy on a CEO. Expectations are high, the demands are
constant and the buck has nowhere else to go.
It’s probably why you joined The CEO Institute in the first place. So you
could share the journey with others who talk the same language and
are willing, and uniquely able, to share their knowledge and experience
with you.
The question is, does it really work? Does membership really give you a
measurable business advantage?
We decided to put our money where our mouth is and find out. We
commissioned independent research company AIP to establish one
way or the other whether membership of The CEO Institute improves
business performance.
In September and October 2015, 27% of our members completed the
Business Progress Survey 2015. The results were normalised for industry
groups and turnover against Australian Industry figures, based on the
2014 Australian Bureau of Statistics results.
And those results confirm that members of The CEO Institute do indeed
outperform Australian businesses generally, to a quite significant degree.
Based on figures for the most recent financial year available (2013/14),
year-on-year revenue for Institute members had increased by 10%,
compared with just 3.2% amongst industry generally.

Anton was able to apply to his own business that makes sure everyone
knows where they’re going, how they’re going to get there, and what
they are individually accountable for.
“The Syndicate meetings give me one day a month out of the office,”
says Anton, “where I’m working on the business instead of in it.”
Empired is one of the fastest growing IT companies in the country. Its
aggressive acquisitions policy saw revenue grow by 94% in 2014/15,
with The CEO Institute playing a significant role. As then CEO of IT
services company Intergen, Mike Morgan was exploring options for
recapitalising the business with fellow Syndicate members. Advice from
one member enabled him to source investors, and ultimately led to Mike
and his company joining forces with Empired.
When you think about it, most of us would acknowledge that our
membership has helped us do a better job, and often contributed on
a personal level as well. This is one investment that seems to be paying
healthy dividends.

Future CEOs become CCEO(prov)
In May 2012, the first meeting of the Future
CEO program was held in Melbourne. Whilst
the program continues to enjoy success and
expansion nationally and internationally, back
in Melbourne yet another milestone has been
reached.

Employment showed an even starker contrast, with members of The
CEO Institute having increased staff by just over 10% compared with
0.8% growth by industry generally.
Increase in Revenue & Employment

10%
9%
8%
7%

The CEO Institute

6%
5%

Australian Industry

4%
3%

For the first time in the program’s history, four
of our Future CEO members will
be presented with Provisional
Certification as a Certified CEO. They are the first ever
to have earned the right to use the post nominal
CCEO(prov).

2%
1%
0%
Revenue

Employment

* The CEO Institute adjusted to reflect industry categories in Australian Industry report ABS 8155.0
The reasons why membership of The CEO Institute makes such a
difference are no doubt many and varied.
Tuff Bullbars Australia is a regional business on the move, having
increased staff by 25% in the last 12 months. CEO Anton Griffiths regards
his Syndicate peers as an invaluable resource who he can discuss issues
with in a way that’s just not possible at work. A recent presentation on
One-Page Strategic Planning is one practical example of a technique

Each has a minimum of 3 years’ senior management
experience, and has achieved the attendance
record of at least 30 half-day meetings to
qualify for this esteemed global certification.
They are:
•
•
•
•

Nicholas Campbell
Kathie Edmond
Anthony Goerke
Greg O'Brien (pictured right)

We congratulate them on their achievement and
wish them continued success.
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State news
New South Wales

Queensland

South Australia

Yvonne Howie

Evan Davies

Jeremy Harris Paul Preiss

Chief Executive - QLD

Director - SA

Members are approaching 2016
with optimism. The NSW economy
is in strong shape, with major
infrastructure-led developments
continuing to drive growth. Housing
remains strong, if not as bullish as
previously. And our members continue
to 'punch above their weight’ vis-avis revenue and employment growth
when compared with the general
cohort of business.

As the calendar year races to an end, members
have been discussing their hopes and
fears for 2016. What seems to be colouring
conversations is the recent economic data
surrounding the local market. Reports have
identified Queensland as the fifth-ranked
economy in Australia, slipping to the third tier
of Australia's economies. Economic growth
is down 0.2 per cent compared with last year
with economic indicators less than ideal for
Australia's third most populous state.

Top of the agenda at the moment
is the need to innovate. Significant
challenges are being experienced in
most sectors as external 'disruptors'
challenge old business models.
Members are looking at whether
they should be disrupting their own
businesses before someone else
does!

Iconic surfer turned philanthropist and
businesswoman, Layne Beachley, was
guest of honour at a cocktail function held
at the premises of our member Bacardi
Martini. Her inspiring talk 'From Board to
Boardroom' was about her personal journey
and achieving in spite of obstacles. She is
also a strong role model for young women
through her Foundation.

A number of stimulating events last quarter
included:

Chief Executive - NSW

The CEO Institute Summit 2016 - NSW,
to be held on 29 January at the Four
Seasons, will feature a stellar line-up of
leaders including Alison Watkins (Group
MD Coca-Cola Amatil), Dr Alex Joiner (Chief
Economist Bank of America Merrill Lynch),
noted futurist Craig Rispin and others. The
theme of the Summit, 'Innovation - the
Competitive Necessity', dovetails nicely
with the Turnbull Government’s package
launched in early December to stimulate
and foster further business innovation.
A new Future CEO group - Sydney’s fourth has been established with Professor Bernard
Wong as Chairman.
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• A lunch co-hosted with Hudson, the global
recruitment and talent management organisation,
where the question "Could the best man for the
job be a woman?" which led to a lively, robust
discussion about ability and diversity between
members and the impressive panel of speakers.
• Sharing his message of planning, hard work
and perseverance, Brisbane investment boss
Mark Sowerby spoke of his quest to swim the
English Channel. After tortuous preparation,
Mark completed his crossing in 14 hours and
24 minutes and raised nearly $750,000 for the
Starlight Foundation.
• Don Argus shared his commercial journey with
BHP Billiton and Brambles, Australian Foundation
Investment Company and NAB, and gave us his
take on the business landscape.
The end of 2015 saw the departure of foundation
Chairman for Centurion Syndicate 130 David Gray,
who was also chairing two Future CEO groups.
His successor in the Syndicate program is a very
experienced businessman, director and facilitator,
Mr John O’Donnell, while David’s Future CEO groups
will welcome Professor Michael Powell as their new
Chairman.

Director - SA

Syndicate 26 member, WD Wine Group,
provided the perfect venue for the
group’s December meeting. Members
travelled by bus to the Barossa Valley
and held their meeting among the wine
barrels. Then, with legendary winemaker
Phil Lehman as their guide, members
followed the process of making wine
from the fruit arriving at the winery, being
crushed, fermented and finally put into
oak barrels. The meeting concluded in
memorable style with tastings of some
of Barossa's best wines and a sumptuous
lunch.
The theme for The CEO Institute Summit
2016 - SA is 'The Unstoppables'. Whilst
South Australia faces many challenges,
this has never deterred driven people
from achieving outstanding success. Five
inspiring South Australians will share
their stories, motivations, successes
and failures, and what drives them to
continue where others simply gave up.
We look forward to learning the secrets of
unstoppability.
A bit of extra magic is in store over lunch
at the Summit, from keynote speaker Vinh
Giang, a highly entertaining international
presentation coach, entrepreneur and
magician.
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Victoria

Western Australia

Joanne Neely

Steve Stanley

At the start of 2015 we noted weakish
business confidence attributable in
part to disgruntled sentiment directed
at Government and the shelving of
the East West link. By year’s end, there
were indications of an improvement
in business confidence among our
members due to year-on-year business
growth, whilst acknowledging that some
industries continue to struggle.

The economy continues to dominate
conversation in WA - when will it turn,
how long will it remain flat?

Discussions relating to growing the business and
maximising the productivity and performance
of staff continued to be uppermost in the
minds of many members. Two buzz words that
became commonplace in 2015 were ‘innovation’
and ‘disruption’, and without probing whether
they were always correctly applied, I observed
that these expressions engender an upbeat
and success-oriented overtone. Hopefully they
become the norm in business, in much the same
way as ‘emotional intelligence’ and ‘globalisation’
have become established concepts.

One of the more interesting events held
recently was titled 'The Power of Three'
and addressed the importance of getting
your message out there. Media and
communications experts Charlie Caruso,
Sarah Mitchell and Nic Hayes outlined the
power of three effective ways of reaching
your target audience - video, content
marketing and using the media to your
advantage.

Chief Executive - VIC

The CEO Institute Summit 2016 - VIC kicks off
in both Melbourne and Geelong, providing
an exclusive forum for members to 'Connect,
Challenge and Create'. Whilst this is the eighth
Summit in Melbourne, it is exciting to witness
the inaugural hosting of a Summit in Geelong.
Our 2016 calendar of events will also feature
three Networking Breakfasts scheduled for 6
May, 22 July and 26 October.

Photos from
recent events

Director - WA

WA, more than most other states, needs to
move away from the resources sector as
the driver of our economic outlook. How
long this takes and when retail, for example,
gets stronger in WA is a focal point for many
business leaders.

Another notable presentation came from
IKEA State Marketing Manager, Agatha Da
Fonseca, who had some great advice on the
topic of 'Marketing Your Brand'.
Long-standing Chairman of Syndicate 82,
Bob Mitchell, has retired and we give a warm
welcome to his replacement, Peter Williams.
Congratulations also go to David Carter,
CEO of Austral Fisheries, who won the
Agribusiness Export Award in the WA
Industry and Export Awards, as well as the
AIM Marketing Excellence Award.
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CEO buzz
improvement. Minimising risk and loss of
reputation.

Organisational culture. Using storytelling to
articulate behaviours of desired culture and the
importance of listening in building culture.
Growth and innovation. How are creative
ideas generated, identified, processed, valued,
evaluated? How and who implements?
Motivation. Leadership, transparency and
communication are the 3 keys to motivation.

Strategy and direction. The 90-day strategic
plan instead of traditional 3-year rolling plan
with annual reviews. One approach involves
preparing a weekly ‘Smart Plan’ - initiatives to
be undertaken, promotions, stock incentives,
customer contacts / requirements and financial
update.
Business succession. Retiring CEO must
'disappear' to provide clear space for incoming
replacement.
Leadership. Leadership learnings - judge
a man by the questions he asks, not the
answer he gives; communication excellence;
innovation and policies.

CEO role. CEO personal branding via social
media - connection to product and / or
company branding.

Staff management. Bullying at the senior level
- how best to address?

Risk management. Quality assurance
benefits - identifying new opportunities for

Executive health and wellness. The move
from illness to wellness; resilience and
recuperative strategies.

The CEO Institute goes to NZ

FEATURED ISSUE

Technology impact
As digital disruption
continues to transform
the workplace, it is crucial
that organisations do not
resist but embrace these
changes. The technology
impact has generated substantial advancements
in efficiency and collaboration, with many
organisations now leveraging modern
technology to engage and communicate with
staff - especially young, highly mobile staff.
Furthermore, a corporation’s online presence
has emerged as the most powerful form of
communication. It isn’t only about being active
across social media platforms, but conceiving
imagery and content that is engaging and
authentic - you are what you publish.

WHAT'S NEW ON IIDM?

Last month The CEO Institute commenced operation in Auckland,
New Zealand.
This division is being managed out of The CEO Institute QLD office by Evan Davies. He says:
"For almost two and half decades, The CEO Institute has been assisting business leaders to
connect with peers and share their learnings with each other. We have known for a long
time that our members' businesses perform better than the rest. A recent independent
survey has confirmed this (see page 3)."
"Given the global expansion, the decision to start in New Zealand made sense. New Zealand
members now have the opportunity to improve their business performance.”
Mr. Andrew Treagust has been appointed Membership Director and is based in Auckland.
Andrew has an extensive background as a senior manager in professional services. “The
business leaders I have spoken with understand the value of connecting with like-minded
people, learning from others' experiences through mutual group mentoring. I've seen
phenomenally successful people believe they can learn something from everybody.’’

Andrew is currently
putting together
foundation groups
in New Zealand

Andrew Treagust
Membership Director
- New Zealand
E: andrewt@ceoinstitute.com
T: +64 2 263 30286
Connect with us on

Find The CEO Institute on
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Certification
and Licensing
High View Leadership Centre (Singapore)
and the University of Dubai are joining
our Licensees in Malaysia and Jakarta to
roll out the Future CEO program in their
regions.
This announcement coincides with the
introduction of a Curriculum Framework
prescribing 15 key subject areas used to
develop highly-focussed meeting agendas
to fulfil each member’s learning goals and
current needs. Coupled with 5 core topics
pre-determined for each region annually, the
program aims to deliver solid outcomes of
relevance to the challenges and opportunities
faced in the local business environment.
It’s not surprising that the program is gaining
worldwide attention. A recent survey of The
CEO Institute’s membership has revealed
organisational gains from the blended
learning model.

High View (a coaching facility
working closely with the
Singapore government to
build leadership capability)
plans to offer the program
not only in English but in
Mandarin as well. It will be a
first - conducted in a foreign
language. Managing Director, Danny Teo, says
“This is to cater for the substantial Chinese
business community in Singapore.”
In a compelling endorsement of the Institute’s
international standing in executive education,
the University of Dubai became an Educational
Partner, and quickly recognised the Future CEO
program’s value in developing leaders in the
region. They now hold an exclusive licence to
conduct the program in the UAE.
We are delighted with the growth in Certified
CEOs worldwide and anticipate that the increase
in Future CEO program Licensees globally, will lift
the demand for Certification. The CEO Institute
in its capacity as the first global certification
body for chief executives (and CEOs in waiting)
have awarded just under 300 Certificates around
the world since 2011.

Esmé Alfred

Global Manager Certification & Licensing

E: esmea@ceoinstitute.com
T: +61 3 9885 5122
to target our first major market, the USA. With
the recent appointment of a franchise marketing
partner in this territory, interest in the franchise
offer has been gaining momentum. Together with
strategies undertaken in the social media space
and direct marketing initiatives, The CEO Institute
franchise model continues to generate interest.

Franchising
In 1992 when the first CEO Syndicate
meeting was held, The CEO Institute’s
vision was to provide pathways to
excellence in business leadership. Now
with over 1,000 members across Australia
and New Zealand, this vision has continued
to drive us forward.
Our values - growth, trust, distinction - have
defined our progress over our 24 year history.
Our well-developed and successful business
model has now become the cornerstone to
the next stage of our exciting journey towards
global expansion.
My recent visit to New York laid the groundwork

Our dedicated Franchise Opportunity websites
Franchise Opportunity | USA and Franchise
Opportunity | Global play an important part in
our future growth internationally. We encourage
all in our network to share these websites with
entrepreneurial individuals with the drive to
become our franchise partners and be a part of our
international journey.
Contact me now for further details on how you can
be part of this exciting new chapter in the history
of The CEO Institute.

Lisa Kasiaras
Global Manager - Franchising

E: lisak@ceoinstitute.com
T: +61 3 9885 5122

CEO'S DESK

Importance of
strategic planning
If done properly, implementing and
enforcing a strategic plan within your
organisation can increase growth, overall
revenue and organisational profitability.
Having the flexibility within your strategic
plan to take advantage of or react to changes
in the macro environment could mean that
your organisation has a plan for how to deal
with changes that could bankrupt your
competitors. The plan should also address how
changes to the micro environment should be
implemented or handled.
A strategic plan provides organisations with
a vision and a plan for how to reach predetermined goals. It also includes smaller
milestones that need to be achieved before
the larger goals can come to fruition. When
shared, it can help align the vision of all layers
of employees within the organisation. Having
a common goal and each employee knowing
their part in achieving that goal can help drive
an organisation forward.
Strategic plans, when communicated clearly
across all levels of the organisation can also
assist in breaking down silos. Having a clear
goal that all departments are working towards
helps reduce the feeling of competition
between the departments. If the strategic
plan also involves departments working more
closely together to reach the common goal, it
assists with increasing the flow of information
between the silos.
A strategic plan can also work towards pooling
resources from within different departments
to achieve goals that may not have been
achievable if each department worked in
solitude. It may also enable the organisation's
leaders to evaluate the profitability of each
department, product and/or service of the
organisation to determine if changes are
required.
Leadership and employee ownership of
the plan is important. The CEO and top-tier
management need to drive the organisation
toward these goals. It is their responsibility to
drive the strategy and to ensure it is continued
through difficulties, obstacles or opposition or
to adapt the strategy (and communicate the
adaption) as required.
Evan Davies
Chief Executive - QLD
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Stretch out across
the Tasman
Customized leather seats, next generation HD entertainment system
and delicious cuisine make your flight more premium than economy.

visit airnewzealand.com.au

Queenstown

Your dream conference destination is closer than you think. Fly direct to New Zealand from seven Australian airports, arrive to state-of-the-art facilities, world-class
cuisine, and a range of activities that won’t cost the earth. A huge variety of accommodation options deliver ultimate comfort and convenience, while breathtaking
scenery greets you every step of the way. Let New Zealand take your event from ordinary to extraordinary.
Plan your unforgettable business event in New Zealand.

Global Head Office
Melbourne, Australia
institute@ceoinstitute.com
Australia
Adelaide
sa@ceoinstitute.com
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Visit businessevents.newzealand.com

Brisbane & Gold Coast
qld@ceoinstitute.com

Sydney & Parramatta
nsw@ceoinstitute.com

Melbourne & Geelong
vic@ceoinstitute.com

New Zealand

Perth
wa@ceoinstitute.com

Auckland
nz@ceoinstitute.com

